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Climate Wars Gwynne Dyer
The only reason that the news out of China is getting this special treatment is that the regime had that punitive and futile one-child policy
in the first place. Everybody (or almost everybody) knows ...

China and climate: Thank you chairman Mao
Then there are all the suggestions that the UFOs are optical illusions, meteorological phenomena or electromagnetic events The Silly
Season has come early this year. Normally it happens in August ...

Gwynne Dyer
The two Koreas have actually fought a war in which millions died, and the two countries' troops still face each other across a massively
fortified ceasefire line. Almost every year there are ...

Gwynne Dyer: Koreans, Israelis, and nuclear weapons
That border has never really existed for the Pashtuns, who move freely across it in peace and in war. The Taliban are entirely Pashtun in
membership, and always were. When they ruled southern and ...

Gwynne Dyer: Changing wartime generals in Afghanistan
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The second is that when things really get tough̶when climate change starts to bite, grain yields are falling in most places, and what
remains of the international grain market cannot meet demand ...

Gwynne Dyer: Neocolonialists' African land grab
There has not been a coalition government in Britain since the Second World War, but it may have to get ... will become the norm in
Britain. Gwynne Dyer is a London-based independent journalist ...

Gwynne Dyer: Coalition governments may become the standard in Great Britain
By Gwynne Dyer ‒ Historically ... an ice-free Arctic Ocean could be an event big enough to tip the world
irreversible warming. That s what we really have to ...

s climate into much faster,

Climate change: the Arctic Ocean sea ice has yet to start refreezing
We owe the concept of the BRICs to Jim O Neill, who came up with it almost 15 years ago when he was head of economics at Goldman
Sachs. China is performing roughly as expected, and by 2050 its ...

The end of the BRICS
By Gwynne Dyer ‒ They teach you in journalism school ... Welfare states were built all over the developed world after the Second World
War. They will be expanded after the Plague ends.

Some of the things Covid 19 can be expected to change
By Gwynne Dyer - For the second time ... growing pressure of immigration: refugees from wars in the Middle East and from both tyranny
and climate change in Africa. The threat that ...

What could dilute the EU, populism or the lack of a unifying external threat?
the biggest economy in Asia. Gwynne Dyer is an independent journalist whose articles are published in 45 countries.
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Gwynne Dyer: 21st century may not belong to China
That is endlessly discussed and debated as if it really mattered, while China
unintended consequences for the climate crisis go almost unmentioned.

s three lost decades of economic growth and their

Dyer: Mao Zedong, the man who (inadvertently) saved the world
Germany s president expressed on Sunday deep remorse for the suffering his nation inflicted on Poland and the rest of Europe during
World War II ... horizon due to climate change, Sir ...

Tag: Poland
In the 1950s, all three countries were recently shattered by war, with their per capita ... Saved The World from Climate Change." Gwynne
Dyer (gwynne763121476@aol.com) has worked as a freelance ...

China and climate: Thank you chairman Mao
Dubai can be amusing, in a voyeuristic way, for a week or two. Tallest building in the world and the mall with the shark tank, ...

Gwynne Dyer
That is endlessly discussed and debated as if it really mattered, while China
unintended consequences for the climate crisis go almost unmentioned.
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